Influence of Acoustic Reflection on the Inertial Cavitation Dose in a Franz Diffusion Cell.
The exposure of the skin to low-frequency (20-100 kHz) ultrasound is a well-established method for increasing its permeability to drugs. The mechanism underlying this permeability increase has been found to be inertial cavitation within the coupling fluid. This study investigated the influence of acoustic reflections on the inertial cavitation dose during low-frequency (20 kHz) exposure in an in vitro skin sonoporation setup. This investigation was conducted using a passive cavitation detector that monitored the broadband noise emission within a modified Franz diffusion cell. Two versions of this diffusion cell were employed. One version had acoustic conditions that were similar to those of a standard Franz diffusion cell surrounded by air, whereas the second was designed to greatly reduce the acoustic reflection by submerging the diffusion cell in a water bath. The temperature of the coupling fluid in both setups was controlled using a novel thermoelectric cooling system. At an ultrasound intensity of 13.6 W/cm2, the median inertial cavitation dose when the acoustic reflections were suppressed, was found to be only about 15% lower than when reflections were not suppressed.